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Questetra: Introduced Update Date Choice system
- Convenience improvement for Pre-renewal Verification Kyoto, Japan, Mar. 25th, 2022, Questetra, Inc., the global SaaS provider of Business Process Management (BPM),
today announced that they are going to introduce updating schedule options for the cloud-based workflow, Questetra
BPM Suite, on and after April the 1st.
Conventionally;
On the release date of the new version, all customers' workflow platforms were updated. (Notice announced
principally 2 weeks in advance)
Hereafter (on and after April 1, 2022);
●
●

Workflow platforms for which [Rapid Update] is chosen will be updated on the release date of the new version
Workflow infrastructures for which [Scheduled Update] is selected will be updated approximately one month
after the release date of the new version

However, updates with a bug fix version (patch version) will be applied to all workflow platforms.

Demands for Pre-verification
In recent years, due to the declining workforce and COVID-19 effect, further improvement in work quality and
productivity has been required. Many companies are actively pursuing business reforms that utilize IT to meet these
demands.
Specific examples include the automation of operations that realize labor-saving and unmanned operation, and the
construction of a telework environment that includes the utilization of cloud services.
Customers who are using Questetra BPM Suite are no exception to these efforts. In particular, Questetra BPM Suite is
used for business automation and data linkage with multiple cloud services.
There was a problem using Questetra BPM Suite, as the automatic processing did not work as expected due to the
update, especially when the customer's own automatic processing was set.
Previously, the verification workflow platform ("Online Demo Platform") which has no access restrictions was used to
verify the new version. However, since it is also a workflow platform that anyone can access it was difficult to verify, for
example, for scripts used in actual business. In addition, the update of the verification workflow platform to the new
version was done only one week in advance of the customer's platform update, and it was an environment where a
sufficient verification period could not be taken.
Based on this background, you will be able to choose the update to the major/minor version (*), either;
●
●

at the same time as the release of the new version [Rapid Update]
about one month after the release of the new version [Scheduled Update]

This makes it easier to verify scripts used in actual business by separately subscribing to a workflow platform for
verification and selecting [Rapid Update]. In addition, the period until the [Scheduled Update] is about one month, so
you will be able to secure a sufficient verification period.

* Version notation X.Y.Z (e.g. 13.2.1) means that X is the major version, Y is the minor version, and Z is the patch
version. (Semantic versioning)

Starting
From the update to the new major version scheduled for April 2022.
* This update is performed only with the workflow platform for verification of sales partners by [Rapid Update], and for
the customer's platforms, it will be performed by [Scheduled Update] about one month after [Rapid Update].

【Questetra BPM Suite】
Cloud-based Workflow Questetra BPM Suite is a business platform for realizing paperless environments and
remote-working. Business issues are controlled according to a Business Flow Diagram. When a Process reaches a
Human Task the user will be asked to add their input. Also, when an issue reaches an automated Step the
predetermined processing (server-side processing) such as generating a PDF and saving it to cloud storage is
performed automatically. (BPM: Business Process Management)）
You can apply it to various business operations such as an Approval request flow, Document translation flow, Quality
check process, and Invoice issuance process. Process owners of each Business Process can practice the
Improvement of Business Processes little by little in daily work. (Examples of Business Flow Diagrams:
https://questetra.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360012492211 ）

【About Questetra, Inc.】
Questetra Inc. is an enterprise cloud computing company in Kyoto Japan, founded in 2008. We optimize the world’s
Business
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